The World Needs Some Good News, Bad
Writer: Dottie Rambo

Chorus
THE WORLD NEEDS SOME GOOD NEWS, BAD
THE WORLD NEEDS SOME GOOD NEWS, BAD
TOO MANY EMPTY FACES, TOO MANY PEOPLE SAD
THE WORLD NEEDS SOME GOOD NEWS, BAD
TOO MUCH TALK ABOUT RETREAT
TOO MANY SURRENDERIN’ TO DEFEAT
AND THE WORLD NEEDS SOME GOOD NEWS, BAD
THE WORLD NEEDS SOME GOOD NEWS, BAD

Verse
TROUBLE, FIGHTIN’, LEFT ‘GAINST THE RIGHT
SEARCHIN’, EVERYBODY’S WONDERIN’
JUST WHO’S WRONG OR RIGHT
THE WORLDS IN A SAD SITUATION
WE’VE LOST COMMUNICATION
WITH THE ONE WHO’S MADE THE WHOLE CREATION

Chorus
THE WORLD NEEDS SOME GOOD NEWS, BAD
THE WORLD NEEDS SOME GOOD NEWS, BAD
TOO MANY EMPTY FACES, TOO MANY PEOPLE SAD
THE WORLD NEEDS SOME GOOD NEWS, BAD
TOO MUCH TALK ABOUT RETREAT
TOO MANY SURRENDERIN’ TO DEFEAT
AND THE WORLD NEEDS SOME GOOD NEWS, BAD
THE WORLD NEEDS SOME GOOD NEWS, BAD
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